
From: Andrew & Nina Simon wbc_planning@simonmail.com
Subject: Re: Woking BC SADPD - Inspector Update

Date: 9 March 2020 at 16:22
To: Chris Banks bankssolutionsuk@gmail.com

Hello Chris,

Thank you for your update.

With regards to the AMR published in Dec 2019, I would like to note two main observations:

1. It seems clear to me as a layman that the various consultations on the Woking SADPD have not taken the latest information about provision of housing in the borough into account. This means that Woking has now got enough land supply to meet the projected housing
demand through 2027 and beyond. It is still not quite clear to me that the Dec AMR even has the latest position including the full potential of Woking Football Club regeneration and the new government grant for housing in the Town Centre which would then increase the
oversupply. So it seems totally wrong to justify this situation as anywhere near the “significant under provision” required to take the drastic measure of taking land out of greenbelt.

2. The AMR further highlights that planning for infrastructure required to add hundreds of houses in West Byfleet (thousands in the Borough) is totally inadequate.  I cannot see how a planning office can go ahead with releasing land for more houses on this basis. In West Byfleet
the schools are full, the doctors’ surgeries are oversubscribed and the roads are at capacity - that is the position now in March 2020. There seems to be no explicit Infrastructure plan to add hundreds of dwellings for West hall plus hundreds of dwellings in the Town Centre
redevelopment. The CIL ( I understood to be < £1M for West hall) which is often referred to is really not anywhere near what is required to expand schools, medical facilities or roads. Then on top of this Woking is considering even further (c250?) dwellings, again with no clear
plan on where these people will go to the doctor, where they will send their children to school or how we will cope with the traffic. I would have expected this topic to have been covered in a much stronger and more explicit way for West Byfleet in the AMR (or the original
proposals/consultations)

Lastly, I cannot understand the idea of building traveller pitches at the same time and at the same location as other developments (Broadoaks and proposed GB10 Westhall). This is because I think that this affect the deliverability of the schemes, in particular Westhall. I feel
strongly that no developer will want to take on the risk of Westhall when there are traveller pitches (planned or in place). If Westhall is ultimately not deliverable then the land should not be taken out of greenbelt in the first place. I realise this comment is not strictly related to the
AMR but I make it because I cannot see that this common sense has been applied in all the notes and documentation.

Regards

Chris Banks <bankssolutionsuk@gmail.com> 12:19 (30 minutes ago)

to me, bcc: 1943davidj, bcc: 24rachelwoods, bcc: 2micol2, bcc: A.kremer, bcc: aaturner, bcc: aboutell, bcc: accounts, bcc: Adam.Hastie, bcc: adelineaherne, bcc: adi.ocallaghan, bcc: agw25, bcc: aileendick

bcc: akeel.sachak, bcc: alanjayess, bcc: alexia.egginton, bcc: alicegoring24, bcc: alison.holgate, bcc: alisonadams89, bcc: allidbond, bcc: amanda.boote, bcc: amontague, bcc: amurphy101, bcc: analu_moreira

bcc: andrew.leongson, bcc: andrewjprice70, bcc: angeking76, bcc: angela.woods720, bcc: angelawyatt2, bcc: ann1210

Dear All,
Please accept the following update email regarding the Woking Site Allocation DPD. The Email is in two parts.

Part One
The Inspector has published a Post Hearing Letter ID/10 ( attached) which is now on the WBCSADPD Web Page. He is not calling for any responses to this except the Annual Monitoring Report (see Part Two)

Part Two
The Council’s latest Annual Monitoring Report was published on 19 December 2019, following the closure of the Examination hearings.  In his Post-Hearings Letter (ID10) (at paragraph 3)  the appointed Inspector has indicated that he would be taking this document into account
in his Examination of the SADPD; however, as it was not subject to discussion at the hearings he is minded to receive written representations on it.  To this end,  the Inspector would welcome any written representations specifically on the latest version of the Annual Monitoring
Report by 1700 hrs on Monday 9 March, which should be submitted in one electronic Copy to Chris Banks the Programme Officer. (Details as below) Paper copies are not required if you submit an electronic copy. However, if you unable to send an electronic copy a paper copy
will be accepted. (address as below)  Any submissions made as part of this process will be made available on the Examination website in the usual way.”

Thanks and Kind Regards

Chris

-- 
Chris Banks
Programme Officer
C/O Banks Solutions
64 Lavinia Way
East Preston, West Sussex
BN16 1EF
Tel: 01903 783722 ( Direct)
Mob: 07817 322750
email: bankssolutionsuk@gmail.com
 

Attachments:

ID-10 Woking Post_hearings_Letter.Final.doc
annualmonitoringreport1819.pdf
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